Bowers & Wilkins for Maserati

GHIBLI

Passion for Performance

Fusing Italian flair with British ingenuity, the partnership between Bowers & Wilkins and Maserati extends
far beyond our shared passion for engineering excellence and technological innovation.
This elegantly styled sport sedan features the Bowers & Wilkins Surround Sound System, carefully tuned
to match the character of the car’s internal architecture, and deliver true sound on the move.

A Passion for Technology

Aramid Fibre
A signature Bowers & Wilkins innovation, Aramid Fibre midrange
drive units help to prevent distortion in the midrange and
improve off-axis performance – especially important on the move.

Rohacell®
Used in the Ghibli’s bass cones, Rohacell is a highly advanced
composite material used in aircraft and racing car design, offering
the ideal balance of lightness and rigidity.

Integration
The Ghibli’s speaker placement has been designed with the
car’s unique cabin architecture in mind, ensuring an immersive
audio experience, no matter where you’re sitting.

Tuning
All Maserati systems have been tuned after hours and hours of
listening, by the same team of expert engineers responsible for
our flagship Hi-Fi range: the 800 Series Diamond.

The quest for true, unadulterated sound drives everything Bowers & Wilkins does. Our car systems
are no exception. With each of our partners we work relentlessly to progress car audio to new
technological heights. The ultimate goal: to achieve True Sound for each unique cabin architecture
and driving experience.

Specification
Speakers

Number of speakers: 15
5 × 25mm Aluminium Tweeters (dashboard L/C/R, rear doors)
5 × 100mm Aramid Fibre Midrange
(front doors, centre-dashboard, parcel shelf)
2 × 160mm Rohacell® Bass Driver (front doors)
2 × 160mm Aramid Fibre Bass/Midrange Driver (rear doors)
1 × 320 × 200mm dual voice coil Subwoofer (rear parcel shelf)

Output power

1,280 Watts

Amplifier

16 Channels of Class-D amplification

Sound presets

2 x sound presets (Stereo, Surround)

Special Features

HARMAN Clari-Fi™ Music Restoration Technology
Speed Dependant Volume Compensation

QuantumLogic® surround sound processing

